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Abstract
 
In this paper, I present a module used for the simultaneous tracking of two hands in a 
video or sequence of images.  The module is written in Python and utilizes the free and 
open source Open Computer Vision (OpenCV) library.  While the module was written 
specifically for integration into the kitchen activities project, the techniques used are 
explained so that they are applicable to a wide variety of image analysis use cases.  
I explain the two primary underlying algorithms used, HSV/Depth Segmentation and 
Camshift.  I evaluate its success with respect to the kitchen activities project of which it 
is a part.  Finally, I describe aspects of the module in need of improvement, and areas 
where further research is necessary.
 

Introduction
 
Object tracking has long been an area of interest to researchers in the field of computer 
science.[1][2]  The ability to track the location and orientation of an object in 3D space 
is of paramount importance in fields such as AI, where computers must constantly re-
compute data based on their surroundings.  In this case of the project that I worked 
on, this is especially true.  In order to detect kitchen activities, it is imperative that the 
position of the hands be accurately known at a given point in time.  Knowing the position 
over time can allow the system to accurately recognize the type of kitchen action being 
performed in an automated fashion.
 
Much work has been done in the area of object recognition, so that objects of 
considerable size and color variation can be recognized and classified.[3]  Unfortunately, 
such feature-detection algorithms are problematic when applied to mutable objects such 
as a hand.  Consider a feature detection algorithm used to detect hands, such as the 
Cascade Classifier proposed by Paul Viola.[4]  The first limitation is that for effective 
detection, hundreds of positive and negative training examples must be available.  The 
second limitation is that hands take on very different positions, shapes, and orientations 
depending on the context of the action.
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Figure 1: Two possible hand orientations.  Conventional object detection algorithms, such as Haar classification, will 
often fail to recognize the first as a hand

 
Such limitations of this approach ultimately led me to explore a two-pronged approach, 
combining HSV/depth segmentation with the Camshift algorithm.
 

Implementation

HSV Segmentation
An important concept in hand-tracking is the idea that human skin has a fairly stable 
color profile.  That is, we can make reasonable assumptions about the range of pixel 
color values of human skin.  An obvious limitation of this approach that comes to mind 
is the fact that lighting is very non-uniform across different videos.  A video filmed in 
a dark room with poor lighting will have much lower RGB values for all pixels than the 
equivalent video in a brightly lit room.  In order to account for this, the first step in my 
algorithm is to convert the input image or video frame from RGB to HSV space.
 

Figure 2: A three-dimensional view of the HSV model of color
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Figure 3: The hues in the HSV color model expressed from 0 to 360 degrees
 
HSV stands for Hue, Saturation, Value.  Value is a measure of the brightness of the 
frame.  Thus, by converting to HSV space, we are now able to ignore the effects of 
lighting issues.  Conversion is, quite fortunately, extremely easy.  To obtain the hue for 
a given pixel, we first compute the maximum and minimum among R, G, and B for the 
pixel.  We then calculate the ‘chroma’ by subtracting the minimum from the maximum.  
These values are then used to form a projection onto a color circle, where the Hue 
ranges from between 0 to 360 degrees (see Figure 3).
 
If hue is thought of as the color of a given pixel, then saturation is the amount of that 
color.  High saturation values indicate more vibrant colors.  To obtain the saturation 
value of a pixel, simply take the chroma and divide it by the value of that pixel.  The 
value itself is simply the largest component of a color.  Or in other words, it is the 
maximum among R, G, and B as discussed in the prior paragraph.[5]

 
Having paired down each pixel from RGB space to HSV space, the question arises: 
What are the acceptable ranges for each such that human skin falls into the ranges, 
but other objects, even similar in color, do not?  Although some literature exists on the 
matter[6], I ultimately derived the ranges empirically. The ranges are enumerated in 
the table below.  Note that they are expressed in ranges of 0 to 255, to adhere to the 
OpenCV conventions.[7]

 
Property Minimum Value Maximum Value

Hue 0 22

Saturation 68 200

Value 150* 255
 
Some qualifications are necessary for these ranges.  First, they apply primarily to fair 
or lightly tanned skin color, and will likely be less appropriate for very light or very 
dark skin.  A possible extension to solve this issue, discussed later in the paper, is to 
dynamically generate the range of acceptable values by using adaptive thresholidng.
 
Notice that the range of hue values considered acceptable for skin color ranges from 
red to reddish-orange.  This might seem counter-intuitive until it is made clear that 
the saturation should not reach the maximum.  Values below 68 tend to be too dull to 
match skin color, while values above 200 tend to be much too vibrant.  The range of 
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acceptable saturations is unfortunately a bit larger than would be ideal.  The higher 
saturation values tend to occur in more darkly lit environments.  Recall that saturation 
goes as 1 / Value, and value is directly proportional to the lightness of the frame.
 
Recall that one of the motivations for converting from RGB to HSV space was to 
eliminate the effects of lightness (or value).  Nonetheless, thresholding very low 
values tended to produce better results.  Shadows cast by the arm in videos tended 
to have similar hues and saturations to that of the arm itself, but the value was much 
lower.  Selecting a not-too-restrictive threshold for value eliminated shadows from 
consideration while still effectively adjusting to different lighting conditions.
 
I employed one more method to handle the lighting issues.  The mean or average value 
of every pixel is computed at the start of analysis.  This mean is used to tweak the lower 
bound for the value upwards or downwards depending on the lighting conditions.  In 
average lighting conditions, the lower bound will be about 150 as shown in the table 
above.
 

Figure 4: A video frame in which a leave of lettuce is being chopped.
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Figures 5a, 5b, 5c: Hue, Saturation, and Value thresholds for the lettuce frame shown above.  A pixel is white if the 
pixel meets the skin threshold, and black if it does not

Depth Segmentation
One of the most important developments for Computer Vision and Artificial Intelligence 
in recent years has been the consumer availability of depth cameras, such as the 
Microsoft Kinect.  These cameras have the ability to capture depth values of each pixel, 
in terms of distance from the camera, as well as the standard RGB values of normal 
cameras.
 
My hand tracking algorithm makes use of this information in two important ways.  The 
first is quite straightforward.  Since we know the position of the table relative to the 
camera in advance, we can ensure that the depth of objects that may possibly be hands 
is less than the table.  This is because the hand must always be above the table, and 
thus closer to the camera.  More importantly however, we also know that the hands 
must come from the top of the screen.  Assuming that the hands are in fact connect 
to arms, this means the overall depth blob must intersect the top of the screen for the 
possibility to remain that the objects are hands.  If you imagine that an object with 
similar HSV properties to skin was resting on the table, an algorithm that does not take 
depth into account may be confused into treating the object as a hand.  But with depth 
information, we can ensure this object is connected in depth-space to the top of the 
screen.  Such a solution is not foolproof, of course.  If one were to pick up the object 
from the table, then that object would satisfying the depth requirements and may be 
mistaken for a hand.  Nonetheless, this allows us to filter out large portions of the image 
from consideration, and makes the overall algorithm more robust to misspecifications of 
the acceptable HSV ranges.
 
One issue that arises in depth segmentation is when the hand rests flat on the table.  
In this scenario, fingers are often segmented out of consideration.  For this particular 
application of hand-tracking, the issue was not significant, since the relevant piece of 
information is simply the center of the hand.  Nonetheless, use cases where such a 
mistake might present more of an issue would necessitate a bit more careful use of 
depth segmentation, perhaps capturing a higher resolution depth map of the image.
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Figure 6: Depth threshold for the lettuce chopping frame.  A pixel is grey if it meets the threshold, and black 
otherwise.

 

Results
The algorithm commences by outputting a single binary image for each of the hue, 
saturation, value, and depth thresholds, which are shown in figures 5 and 6 above.  
Each pixel in each image takes a value of 255 if and only if the pixel falls in the above 
ranges for HSV and D.  Otherwise, it takes a value of 0.  Then one can multiply all 
four images together to obtain a binary image where the pixel is white if and only if it 
meets the threshold for all four properties.  Let’s call this image binaryOut.  The hands 
of the original image can then be extracted by setting all pixels of the original image to 
0 where binaryOut is also 0.  In the context of the above example, our final image is 
shown in figure 7.
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Figure 7: Final image obtained by multiplying the four binary images together, and extracting the pixels from the 
original image where the multiplication result is non-zero

 
Somewhat effective hand-tracking can take place with this HSV and depth 
segmentation alone.  But there are definite limitations.  Suppose that in a later frame, 
an object is introduced with many of the same properties of skin color.  The algorithm 
would likely include a portion or the entirety of this object in the final output, and the 
center of the hand would be difficult to determine.  Ultimately, my algorithm assumes 
that there can be at most two hands in the frame at once.  This is defined by a constant 
at the top of the python script, and can be adapted for other use cases.  A question 
then arises of how to handle a situation in which more than two object blobs are 
segmented out.  How do we know which two are the hands?  The algorithm makes the 
assumption that the two largest blobs will be hands, so long as the rectangle bounding 
them satisfies certain width/height constraints.  This assumption can be made because 
typically the non-hand portions of the images only yield a few pixels of noise in the 
output image, and thus the blob will be quite small.  Nonetheless, certain objects with 
particular hues will make the handling of this case problematic.  To make the overall 
hand tracking more robust to errors such as this, I use an algorithm called Camshift.
 

Camshift
 
G.R. Bradski proposed Camshift to be used for face tracking in 1998.[8]  Camshift can 
easily be adapted to track colored objects of one’s choosing.
 
The first step in the implementation and use of Camshift is to select a region of interest 
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consisting primarily or solely of the object you wish to track.  In my hand tracking 
algorithm, this selection is done automatically: It is precisely the bounding rectangle of 
the hand blobs obtained via the HSV and depth segmentation described in the previous 
section.  I calculate a bounding rectangle for each hand, and then initialize two separate 
instances of the camshift algorithm.
 
Once a region of interest is selected, a histogram of the colors of each pixel in the 
region must be calculated.  Since the region should consist mostly or entirely of the 
hand, we would expect that this histogram will have strong maxima in the red and 
orange range, which figure 8 verifies.  With this histogram, we then calculate a Back 
Projection Histogram.  A Back Projection Histogram is essentially the probability of each 
pixel value occurring with respect to the empirical distribution of colors derived in the 
original histogram.  This essentially gives a measure of the likelihood of a particular 
pixel being one of the same pixels found in the input region of interest, a hand pixel.
 

Figure 8: Color histogram of the hand generated from the lettuce chopping frame.
 
The algorithm continues by using a procedure called meanShift.  meanShift iteratively 
finds the center of the hand by taking as input the Back Projection Histogram, and then 
computing the mass center of the region of interest.  The next region of interest shifts to 
center on this mass center, and meanShift is repeated until the search window changes 
by less than a particular value.
 
Camshift simply uses the the center returned by meanShift and then bounds a rotated 
rectangle structure to the object.  This rotated rectangle allows the user to readily 
extract the following components:
 

● Center - The center of the hand in 2D coordinates (x, y)
● Size - The length and width of the rectangle that bounds the hand
● Orientation - The orientation (measured in degrees) of the rectangle that bounds 

the hand
 
Note that Camshift also returns the next search window for the hand, which is then used 
as input in the next frame.
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Advantages of Camshift
It might seem that the use of Camshift is unnecessary overhead when used in 
conjunction with the previously described segmentation techniques.  In fact, Camshift 
provides some robustness to the tracking methods in some problematic cases.  I will 
cover some of these cases individually.
 

1. An object is introduced into the frame that HSV/depth segmentation mistakes 
for a hand.  Under the assumption that Camshift is currently tracking the hand 
successfully, such a scenario would not present a problem. If Camshift is in 
the process of tracking an object, it will compute its own region of interest 
independent of the HSV/depth segmentation blobs.  It is only at the point 
that Camshift can no longer find a high probability hand in its input frame (for 
instance, if the hand is occluded or the hand leaves the frame) that it will use the 
HSV/depth blobs to re-initialize the algorithm.

2. The lighting conditions are uneven.  In this case, Camshift is more likely to 
continue successful tracking of the hands because the hues in the histogram are 
independent of lighting.  The HSV segmentation attempts to dynamically adjust 
the value threshold in the event of lighting changes, but for uneven lighting, a 
simple average may not suffice since the hand may very well be in the darker 
region of the picture.

3. The hands touch one another.  The HSV/depth segmentation algorithm would 
treat this blob as a single hand.  Even if it could somehow distinguish two 
separate hands, it would be difficult to determine the center.  Camshift on the 
other hand will cause the search windows to potentially intersect, which may 
skew the center of the hand slightly, but nonetheless will make independent 
tracking of the two hands a possibility.  It should be noted that once the search 
windows intersect by non-trivial amounts, Camshift will track them as one hand 
as well.
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Figure 9: Camshift tracking of the lettuce chopping frame.  Notice that an ellipse is drawn in the hand-detection 
region for each hand by Camshift.  The cyan rectangles represent the search window obtained for each hand.

 
Conversely, it may also seem that the aforementioned HSV/depth segmentation 
would be unnecessary so long as the initial color histogram calculated by Camshift 
appropriately represented the range of colors of the human hand.  Unfortunately, 
under the assumption that both hands have an even color tone, this would lead to the 
search window to bound both hands in a single region.  The tracking would no longer 
take place independently, and the hand centers would be more difficult to determine.  
Furthermore, such an approach is slower, because Camshift must analyze every pixel 
of the image rather than just those located within the bounds of the rectangles.
 
 

Performance Analysis
 
By a number of different metrics, the hand tracking algorithm performs quite well, 
although there are particular videos where this is not the case.

Success Rate
In order to analyze the success rate, we must first quantify success.  In terms of this 
analysis, a success will be defined as the algorithm detecting the center of both hands 
to within 20 pixels if at least 50% of each hand  is visible in the frame, or detecting that 
there is no hand present when there is less than 50% of the hand visible in the frame.  A 
failure will be defined as a non-success.  Note that determining whether the center was 
within 20 pixels was done visually by myself, and may be susceptible to error.
 
I performed this analysis on two videos for each of three video types, defined 
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as “Easy”, “Medium”, and “Difficult”.  An Easy video includes no other coiored objects 
in the frame.  A Medium video contains one or two colored objects in addition to the 
hands.  Finally, a Hard video contains three or more colored objects in addition to the 
hands.  All videos used were from the kitchen activities project  The results are as 
follows:
 

Video Type Video Name Success Rate (Successes / 
Total Frames)

Easy chop1 615 / 627 (98.1%)

Easy mix1 411 / 434 (94.7%)

Medium pour1 438 / 565 (77.5%)

Medium chopCucumber_scoop2Hands 1023 / 1091 (93.8%)

Difficult salad1 6169 / 6323 (97.6%)

Difficult cake2 4017 / 5219 (77.0%)

 
● chop1 - Very few errors occur when running the algorithm on this video.  The 

errors that did occur were due to the algorithm failing to begin tracking the right 
hand until 12 frames after half of it appeared in the picture.  A recurring issue 
with the algorithm takes place when the hands are located on the edges of the 
frame, due to uneven lighting.

● mix1 - 94.7% of the frames in this video were successfully processed.  Similar to 
chop1, some of the errors occurred around the edges of the video.  Some others 
occurred due to the shadow cast by the bowl, which was occasionally treated as 
meeting the skin-color threshold.

● pour1 - This was one of the poorest performances of the algorithm.  There 
were a number of factors that caused poor performance.  First and foremost, 
the cake mix box in the video had labels which fell into the skin threshold.  
Although normally Camshift would not be fooled by this, unfortunately the box 
also occluded the hand at various points throughout the video.  This caused the 
algorithm to attempt to relocate the hand by choosing part of the box.

● chopCumcumber_scoop2Hands - The failures in this video took place in only 
two cases.  The first was along edges.  The second was in scenarios where the 
hands were very close to one another, which took place towards the end of the 
video when cucumbers were being placed into the bowl.  The algorithm began 
to treat the two hands as one, particularly when one hand was occluded by the 
other.

● salad1 - The algorithm performed extremely well on this video.  Throughout the 
making of the salad, Camshift continued to track the hands successfully.  Errors 
only occurred in cases where one hand occluded the other, and during a couple 
frames during the chopping of a tomato.

● cake2 - The algorithm suffered from a similar issue as in the pour1 video.  The 
cake mix box caused false positives for the hand.  The second phase of the 
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video was more successful, in which cake mix and milk were stirred.

Frame Rate
Performance of the algorithm can also be analyzed by looking at the frame rate, in 
frames per second.  Testing revealed that the only variable that significantly changed 
the frame rate across different videos was whether zero, one, or two Camshift trackers 
were running.  Testing was done on the following two machines:
 
Desktop (HP Pavillion):

● Intel Core i7 Quad Core Processor (2.5 GHz)
● 9 GB RAM
● Ubuntu 12.04 (64 bit)
● AMD ATI Radeon 5770 Graphics Card

 
Laptop (MacBook Air Late 2010):

● Intel Core 2 Duo Dual Core Processor (1.86 GHz)
● 2 GB RAM
● Ubuntu 12.04 (64 bit Virtual Machine)
● Nvidia GT220M Graphics Card)

 
The frame rate was averaged and rounded across all of the videos listed in the previous 
section.  The results are as follows:
 
Machine Hands Being Tracked Average Frame Rate (FPS)

Desktop 0 28

Desktop 1 23

Desktop 2 19

Laptop 0 9

Laptop 1 6

Laptop 2 4
 
As you can see, the frame rate remains smooth on the desktop computer even with 
two hands being simultaneously tracked.  The frame rate never dipped below 16 FPS, 
and averaged 19.  The laptop was a different story, however.  The frame rate was quite 
slow, particularly when two hands were being tracked.  Note however that the test was 
done in a Virtual Machine, which does not have all of the computer resources available 
of the host operating system.  Further performance analysis will need to be done on a 
wider variety of harder in order to determine its suitability for various environments.
 
I also profiled the aspects of the algorithm that required the most CPU time.  The top 
three are:
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1. Setting pixels of the input image to 0 where they are not in the Camshift region of 

interest.  This is likely slow because it requires indexing many rows and columns 
of the image (stored as a Numpy array) by using a boolean vector.  Element-by-
element access of a Numpy array is commonly noted to be a slow operation.[9]

2. Calling the Camshift function built into OpenCV.  As previously described, 
Camshift iterates until convergence and inherent slowness is therefore somewhat 
expected.

3. Setting pixels of the depth threshold image to 1 where the depth blob intersects 
the top of the screen.  Again, this is an numpy array access operation that 
performs more slowly.

 

Further Work
 
There are a couple of aspects of the algorithm that could benefit from further work and 
refinement.

Adaptive Thresholding
The hue, saturation, and value thresholds used in the algorithm were computed by 
empirically analyzing a series of video frames.  These video frames included the 
hands of only two individuals, both with fair skin.  For robustness, the algorithm should 
instead dynamically compute these values for the particular user, as well as particular 
scenes, with particular objects.  Standard adaptive thresholding techniques, where the 
thresholding is done in NxN neighborhoods, would make the algorithm more effective 
when used in other environments besides the kitchen activities project.

Action Detection
The algorithm currently returns the location of each hand at each frame.  It computes 
two-dimensional plots for the position of each hand over time across the x, y, and z 
axes.  However, it does not attempt to classify a particular action (such as chopping, 
mixing, or pouring) by analyzing the trajectories of these graphs.
 
Consider the graphs obtained (shown in Figure 10) by running the algorithm on the 
mixing video “mix1”.  In a mixing action, the hand will rotate in small ellipses, which you 
would expect to see in the x and y directions.  
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Figure 10a, 10b, 10c: The X, Y, and Z trajectory of the left (purple line) and right (blue line) hands over time in the 
video mix1.

 
In this video, the left hand (purple line), places a bowl on the table.  It then grabs the 
bowl, while the right hand (blue line) mixes an ingredient in the bowl.  When the blue 
line enters into the plot just before frame 200, the mixing begins.
 
You’ll notice first that there are a couple of noisy points for the left hand, which were 
failure frames in the algorithm.  Ignoring those points, clearly the hand was very 
stationary in the x, y, and z directions.  Meanwhile, notice the almost sinusoidal curve 
for the right hand in the x and y plots.  This mimics closely a standard motion for mixing.  
A further extension of this algorithm would attempt to use some probabilistic model to 
determine the action taking place in a sequence of frames.[10]

 

Conclusion
 
While work remains to be done, I believe this hand tracking algorithm represents 
a significant improvement to the broader kitchen activities project.  Its speed, high 
success rate, and modular nature make it easy to track two hands, and its stability 
opens the door to future improvements, particularly in areas such as action detection.
 
The code is distributed as a zip file containing a README which explains how to run the 
algorithm by itself, and integrate it into another image analysis project.[11]  The source 
code is also freely available to distribute and modify.[12]
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